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Abstract. The paper is devoted to the proof of the uniqueness theorem for solution of the equation for the non-
local ionization source in a glow discharge and a hollow cathode in general 3D geometry. The theorem is applied 
to wide class of electric field configurations, and to the walls of discharge volume, which have a property of 
incomplete absorption of the electrons. Cathode is regarded as interior singular source, which is placed 
arbitrarily close to the wall. The existence of solution is considered also. During the proof of the theorem many 
of useful structure formulae are obtained. Elements of the proof structure, which have arisen, are found to have 
physical sense. It makes clear physical construction of non-local electron avalanche, which builds a source of 
ionization in glow discharge at low pressures. Last has decisive significance to understand the hollow cathode 
discharge configuration and the hollow cathode effect.    
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1. Introduction 
 
The problem of creation of the hollow cathode theory, - the theory for a glow discharge 
device in gases, which was invented by Paschen almost yet hundred years ago [1], producing 
anomalously high currents at the same voltages of discharge compared the glow discharge 
devices, which have no geometry of hollow cathode, - considerably stipulated for non-local 
ionization. The classical theory of the Engel and Shteenbeck cathode sheath [2] for glow 
discharge in simple geometry used the Townsend formula for a source of ionization [3], 
which had in mind local dependence of ionization on the electric field. The local (or two-
fluid) models of a glow discharge [4] gave qualitatively true description of the electric field 
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and the electron and ion current density distributions in the cathode sheath of the plane 
capacitor at low current densities and not too low pressures.  However they couldn’t catch 
really the specific of negative glow. Last has low electric field, and the ionization here is 
produced with electrons gained the energy in another place, namely in the high field of the 
cathode sheath. Therefore the region of negative glow in the local model could not be 
obtained in principle, and the cathode sheath here is always contacting with a positive 
column. For a hollow cathode the model with local ionization turned out unacceptable at all, 
because both cathode sheath and plasma of discharge have significantly non-local properties.  
 On the route to the non-local ionization theory there were developed hybrid models - 
instead of two-fluid models, - in which electrons produced ionization were considered apart 
from slow electrons, latter providing balance of current and electric charge [5]. In a hybrid 
model ions and slow electrons are described in terms of drift and diffusion, but fast electrons 
are described with the aid of the boltzmann equations or simulated with Monte-Carlo methods 
[6 - 8]. It was shown [9] that hybrid models describe a density of plasma in a glow discharge 
much better, though they are more complicated.  
 Hybrid models set a problem of description of non-local ionization source, for which 
the Townsend formula is not available. The boltzmann equation for fast electrons is many-
dimensional, which makes difficulties in its use in calculations. The Monte-Carlo method is in 
essence a computing experiment, which supplies empirical data about numerical simulation of 
ionization source without understand reasons of results obtained. 
 The author of present paper had managed earlier to simplify this problem by use of 
original (not the hilbert [10]) averaging of the boltzmann equation for fast electrons, in result 
it was obtained the non-local equation for a source of ionization in glow discharge and hollow 
cathode [11, 12]: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )rrrrrrr ′′′+′′′= ∫∫
ΩΩ∂
sGrdjGrds n ,, 0
3
0
2 . 
Here ( )rs  is a density of ionization source, nj  is an electron flow density from the cathode 
(really first summand gives a contribution only in the part of the boundary Ω∂  of the spatial 
area Ω  of the glow discharge, in which electrons are incoming from external source - a 
cathode), the definition of ( )rr ′,0G  see below. First summand in the right hand side of the 
equation describes an ionization with cathode electrons only, second summand describes an 
ionization with secondary electrons arisen from impact ionization inside discharge volume.  
The non-local source equation has mathematical class of an integral Fredholm second kind 
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equation. It does not conflict with a local model of the Townsend ionization source, but rather 
is a non-trivial and far-reaching generalization. Namely: if one rewrites the non-local equation 
in terms of one-dimensional spatial model of plane capacitor (without hollow cathode 
configuration) and simplifies the electron kinetics by rejecting elastic scattering and 
discreteness of energy losses in inelastic processes, the equation gets a class of an integral 
second kind Volterra equation [13, 14]. In a case, when the non-local effects can be neglected, 
the kernel of equation quits to depend on its second argument. This kernel degeneration 
enables to transform the integral equation into a differential equation, which coincides 
literally with the Townsend equation ( ) ee jxdxdj α= . 
Present paper is devoted to the proof of uniqueness for solution of non-local equation 
if it exists. Though there exists a set of theorems for existence and uniqueness of solutions in 
the theory of the Fredholm equations [15 - 17], one cannot use them because: 1) the kernel is 
defined here not evidently, but as a solution of the linear boltzmann equation with differential 
and integral operators, the parameters of which have rather general physical properties; 2) the 
domain of kernel definition is defined implicitly also, its geometry is varied in wide range of 
glow discharge devices, a hollow cathode of arbitrary shape is one of possibilities;  3) the 
integral term of the equation is usually not of low value in comparison with absolute term 
(secondary electrons usually contribute more into ionization against primary, cathode, ones); 
4) the kernel is not hermitian (or symmetric) one. 
The question about existence of a solution is tied with a question about existence of 
kernel of the equation, the answer depends on existence of fundamental solutions of the 
boundary problem for a stationary boltzmann equation for fast electrons. Not all 
configurations of the electrical field and not all kinds of boundary conditions guarantee an 
existence of a fundamental solution for stationary problem. For example, if electric field is 
equal to zero in some region of ionization one cannot neglect initial velocity of secondary 
electrons, as it was done in derivation of the equation, because electrons would be 
accumulated with no limits in this area, consequently a solution could not be stationary. 
Necessary conditions for existence of fundamental solution for auxiliary differential operator 
of the problem come to the Fredholm alternatives [15]. Investigation of sufficient conditions 
for existence of solution is not easy problem, and in the paper we make the assumption that 
necessary fundamental solution for auxiliary operator exists.  
The proof is divided on five lemmas and final proving of the theorem. In lemma 1 it is 
proved uniqueness of zero solution for homogeneous differential equation, which is generated 
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by auxiliary differential operator. This operator defines the distribution function for “fast” 
electrons, which are fortunate not suffer any inelastic scattering as long as they appear from a 
source of ionization (or from the cathode).  Lemma 2 formulates analogues statement for 
conjugate operator. From these results it follows the uniqueness of fundamental solution for 
auxiliary differential operator (if it exists), so the lemma 3 is devoted to prove this. In lemma 
4 the fundamental solution of the boltzmann equation and some its properties are constructed 
from the solution and properties of fundamental solution for auxiliary operator. On the ground 
of properties obtained it is proved the uniqueness of definition and the nilpotency of the 
kernel of the integral equation, shown above. Namely the property of nilpotency (vanishing of 
some power of appropriate operator) gives here a possibility to state a convergence of the 
Neumann series and obtain the formula for solution of the integral equation, which is final 
part of the theorem proof.  
 Thus, a set of useful formulae is obtained during the proof of the theorem. The 
constructions arisen have clear physical sense. 
 
2. Definitions and properties of physical values  
 
Consider the domain ( ) 333 ,,,,,: RRR ⊂Ω×Ω=Ξ∈Ω∈Ξ vrvr  of 6-
dimensional phase space for mechanics of electron motion, Ω  is its spatial domain - open 
connected set in 3R , - the bound Ω∂  of which consists of piecewise smooth surfaces and is 
defined with the geometry of the glow discharge device.  
( )vionω  is an average electron impact ionization rate at the electron velocity v , it is 
nonnegative continuous function, which has an energy threshold:  
( ) 0=vionω  at ionee
vm ε≤
2
2
,                                            (1) 
here e  is an elementary charge, ionε  is the electron impact ionization energy of the atom, eV, 
em  is a mass of electron. 
The operator of elastic scattering  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0,3
1
3
1
2 ≥∂
∂−∂
∂= ∑∑
= =
v
v
vvv
v
vL el
i k k
kiik
i
elel ωδωv                               (2) 
conserves a number of electrons and kinetic energy of scattered electrons ( )evmw e 22= , eV, 
here ( )velω  is an average rate of elastic electron scattering on (almost) immovable gas atoms 
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at the electron velocity v . It is continuous function, positive at all 0>v . 
The operator of inelastic scattering at electron impact excitation and ionization  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 


′
′⋅′=′−′′′= ∫ vvvvfvfvdfLin vvvvvvvvvv ,,,,, 33 µµωµ                  (3) 
conserves a number of electrons involved into inelastic scattering with atoms (here we mind 
primary electrons, - we do not include secondary electrons, which appear in ionization in 
addition): 
( ) ( ) ( )θµθθπµω π cos,,sin2, 3
00
23 vvdvdvvdv ′′′=′′= ∫∫∫ ∞vv ,                            (4) 
( ) 0, ≥′vvµ , in general case it is generalized function, the kernel of linear operator 
( ) ( )33: RCRC ⇒∧µ , which, by its physical sense of average rate of inelastic processes 
transforming the velocity of electron from value v′  (second argument) to infinitesimal 
domain, neighborhood of v , have to be a continuous operator on a class of continuous finite 
functions. The property of the energy dissipation in inelastic processes puts a restriction  
( ) 0, =′vvµ  at  0,
22
22
>′≥+ ineine e
m
e
m εε vv .                                     (5) 
inε  is the smallest of the energy thresholds for inelastic processes, eV. On physical reasons 
inion εε >  because atomic ionization energy always exceeding excitation energy of any level 
from discrete energy spectrum.  
It follows from restriction (5) that integration in  (4) could be narrowed to the ball  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),cos,,sin2, 3
00
2
22
3
22
θµθθπµω
π
ε
vvdvdvvdv
vV
e
m
e
m
in
ee
′′′=′′= ∫∫∫
−<′
vv
vv
 
( ) in
em
evvV ε22 −= , 
from which follows that the average rate ( )vω  of inelastic processes for electron with velocity 
v  has lower energy threshold inε , namely, ( ) 0=vω  at inee
vm ε≤
2
2
. We consider the function 
( )vω  be continuous. 
( ) ( )rrE ϕ−∇=  is an electric field defined in the domain Ω . Choose the reference 
level of electric potential ( )rϕ  so that it would have non-positive values only, and maximum 
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of potential value in the closing Ω  would be equal to zero. Then the minimal value 
( ){ } U−=
Ω∈
r
r
ϕmin . U usually coincides with a voltage of discharge. 
Let us define, that the local maximum of electric potential on the closing Ω  is non-
empty closed connected set Ω⊂∈ MMM ,: r  having properties: if the point M∈0r  has 
chosen, then 1) for any other point M∈r  (if it exists) the equality ( ) ( )0rr ϕϕ =  is true, 2) for 
any 0>δ  there exists a δ -neighborhood ::: MMM ∈∃∈′∀ rr δδ  
( ) ( )0, rrrr ϕϕδ <′<−′ . Here generality quantifier ∀  designates “for any”, existence 
quantifier ∃  designates “there exists”. The local minimum we define in analogy, by changing 
sign “less” (<) to sign “more” (>) in last inequality. 
Because of the local maximum of the potential is a local minimum of the electron 
potential energy, and inelastic processes occur only at electron kinetic energy exceeding the 
threshold value inε , it might exist closed domain with slow electrons in the neighborhood of 
local maximum of potential at sufficiently small electron velocity, the electrons here do not 
participate inelastic processes, and thus its total mechanical energy conserves. All such 
domains of electron phase space (if they exist) let us join into a zone of slow electrons:  
Define a zone of slow electrons: 
( ) ( )( ) ( ){ } [ ] ( )( )pinppP
p
p
p
inss 0
1
0 ,min,,, rvrr ϕεδϕεεεϕεϕ −=≤≤−∩Ξ=Ξ=Ξ
=
U , 
( ) ( )rvr ϕε −=
e
vme
2
,
2
, 
here ( )p0r  is a point of  local maximum number p  of potential, pδϕ  is a trap depth, index 
Pp ,..,1=  lists mutually insolated areas where the inequalities for small kinetic energy are 
true (slow electron cannot penetrate from one area to another through potential barrier). 
 Define a zone of “fast” electrons as sin ΞΞ=Ξ \ . The set inΞ  is an open connected 
set, so it is a domain. Openness is obvious, connectedness is provided with unrestrictedness of 
the energy from the top in inΞ .  
Any two points ( ) ( ) inin Ξ∈Ξ∈ 2211 ,,, vrvr  could be connected with piecewise smooth curve inside  
inΞ  as follows: straights ( ){ }∞<≤ ttC 1,,: 111 vr , ( ){ }∞<≤ ttC 1,,: 222 vr  belong to inΞ , because the 
increase of kinetic energy in the point concerned cannot transform “fast” electron into slow one. Let be 
( ){ }r
r
ϕ−=
Ω∈
maxU . The hypersurface ( ) ( ) ( ){ }2211 ,,,,2max, vrvrvr εεεε inU +=  belongs to inΞ  at all 
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Ω∈r , because the kinetic energy in it is not less than inε2  everywhere. Connectedness of this hypersurface is 
provided by connectedness of Ω . The straights 1C  and 2C  cross the hypersurface given, because total energy 
is unrestricted along them. So, one can connect the points of crossing the hypersurface with third curve because 
of hypersurface connectedness. 
Besides inΞ , we define its subsets ( )δεεϕδε +ΞΞ=Ξ + insin ,\ , which distinguish from 
inΞ  by that we use overstated value of the threshold 0, >+ δεδεε in in the definition of sΞ  
(and then inΞ ) against former threshold inε . In particular, the domain of ionizing electrons 
( )ionsion εϕ,\ΞΞ=Ξ  we define similarly the domain of “fast” electrons, a single difference is 
that minimal energy of inelastic processes inε  in the definition we substitute with ionization 
energy ionε . Obviously inioninion Ξ⊂ΞΞ⊂Ξ , . Besides, the subsets of inΞ , which are 
restricted from the top by energy, we designate as ( ){ }Ε<∩Ξ=Ξ +Ε + vr,εδεδε inin . 
The subset of 3D velocity space  
( ) ( ) { }const,: =∩Ξ∈Ξ∈ rvrrv ininS  
let be named a local section of domain inΞ . A local section of domain inΞ  either is coincident 
all velocity space 3R  (if ( ) inεϕ >− r ), or it is an exterior of closed ball with velocity radius, 
which does not exceeding ein meε2  (slow electrons from the sΞ  are distributed inside the 
ball). 
Let us define natural directions in the point of 6D phase space (excluding singular 
points ( ) { } ( ){ }00:, =∩= rEvvr ). Their “naturalness” is defined with properties of the 
operator of the boltzmann equation, see below. 
1) a normal to the hypersurface of energy  


=


∂
∂
∂
∂=Ν vE
vr e
me,, εεε , 
2) a direction of phase flow (phase trajectories of collision-free electron motion) 



 −=Ν Ev
e
t m
e, , 
3) a spatial-like direction having spatial component, which is orthogonal to the velocity and 
electric field 
( )0Ev ,×=Ν ⊥r , 
4) a velocity-like direction, having velocity component, which is orthogonal to the velocity 
and electric field  
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( )Ev0 ×=Ν ⊥ ,v , 
5) a velocity-like direction, which is orthogonal to ⊥Ν v , having a velocity component, which 
is orthogonal to velocity  


 ⋅−=Ν 2, vvE
vEvE0 , 
6) a direction, which is orthogonal to five ones above  
( ) ( ) ( ) 


 ×


 +⋅+


 ⋅+−=Ν vvEvvEEvE 222245 ,Em
ev
e
m
m
ev
e
m
e
e
e
e . 
In the case when 0=×Ev  the directions 3), 4), 5) and 6) we define with the use of arbitrary 
two vectors 21,ee  of 3-dimensional Euclidean space, which constitute the orthogonal triad 
with  non-zero v  or E : 
( )0e ,1=Ν ⊥r , ( )1,e0=Ν ⊥v , ( )2,e0=Ν vE , ( )0e ,25 =Ν . 
So defined directions do not consist mutually orthogonal set of directions in 6D space 
(because a scalar product: ( )22 vE×−=Ν⋅Ν vm
e
e
vEt  is not equal to zero in general case), but 
they consist a complete basis of directions in (regular) point ( ) inΞ∈vr, . 
 Indeed, first four 6D-vectors: ⊥⊥ ΝΝΝΝ vrt ,,,ε  are mutually orthogonal (in 6D Euclidean space). If a 
set of vectors 
vEvrt ΝΝΝΝΝ ⊥⊥ ;,,,ε  
is linear dependent, then equality ⊥⊥ Ν+Ν+Ν+Ν=Ν vrtvE dcba ε must be true at some values of factors 
dcba ,,, .  Taking scalar products ⊥⊥ Ν⋅ΝΝ⋅ΝΝ⋅ΝΝ⋅Ν vvErvEtvEvE ,,,ε one can find, that only factor 
b  can be non-zero: tvE bΝ=Ν . But it is obvious from definition, that vectors tvE ΝΝ ,  are not collinear. This 
contradiction means, that the set vEvrt ΝΝΝΝΝ ⊥⊥ ;,,,ε  is linear independent. 
 Let us define a function class ( ) ( )inDf Ξ∈vr, . The functions are simultaneously  
1) finite functions,  support of which is belonging to closing inΞ  of the domain inΞ ; 
2) continuously differentiable along direction tΝ  of the phase flow; 
3) twice continuously differentiable on v  in local  section ( )rv inSΞ∈  along sphere 
const=v ; 
4) having its continuous extension and continuous extension of all listed derivatives into the 
piece of boundary { }3Rin ×Ω∂∩Ξ∂  of domain inΞ ; 
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5) as the problem has no differential operators along the rest of three directions εΝ , ⊥Ν r  and 
5Ν , we guess necessary the continuity of function f  in inΞ  itself, nothing about its 
derivatives in these directions. 
 In analogy we define the function classes ( ) ( )Ε ++ ΞΞ δεδε inin DD ,  and so on, having in 
mind other domains of definitions in the item 1).  
Let us designate as ( ) ( ) ( )Ε ++ ΞΞΞ δεδε ininin CCC ,,  classes of finite functions, which 
are continuous on closings of domains of their definition.  
The operator of electron scattering on atoms of gas  
( ) ( ) ( )vvv inel LLL += ,                                                        (6) 
also operator of phase flow  
( )
v
rE
r
v ∂
∂⋅−∂
∂⋅
em
e  
for collision-free motion of electron in the electric field can be considered as acting from 
( )inD Ξ  to ( )inC Ξ .  
Define the generalized function ( ) ( ) ining Ξ×Ξ∈′′′′ vrvrvrvr ,;,,,;,  as a fundamental 
solution of stationary boltzmann equation  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )vvrrv
v
rE
r
v ′−′−=


 −∂
∂⋅−∂
∂⋅ 33 δδgL
m
e
e
                               (7) 
in the domain ( ) inΞ∈vr,  with a point source in the right hand side, and satisfying the 
condition of incomplete absorption in the boundary ( ) inR Ξ∩×Ω∂ 3  of the domain inΞ :  
( ) ( )( )vrnnvvrnvvrvrnvr ′′⋅−

 ⋅=′′≤⋅Ω∂∈ Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂ ,;2,,,;,:0, gvvg β ,           (8) 
here Ω∂n  is an external unit 3D normal in the boundary Ω∂  of the domain Ω , 10: ≤≤ ββ  is 
the reflection factor for electrons in the boundary of discharge. 
Physical sense of the condition of incomplete absorption is:  the boundary Ω∂  of discharge volume 
Ω absorbs the part β−1  of all electrons in average, which get it, the rest of electrons suffer elastic (“mirror”) 
reflection by the boundary. In this way, the cathode - a boundary emitter of electrons - is convenient to simulate 
as a given singular source, which is located inside Ω , but arbitrarily close to its real boundary position. This 
convenience can be explained by active feature of cathode as electron emitter, and passive feature of anode and 
walls as electron absorbers and reflectors: the flow of cathode emission must be given as input data of the 
problem, but flows of absorption and reflection can be found only in result of problem solving. 
The subset of functions from ( )inD Ξ , which satisfy the absorption condition (8): 
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( ) ( )( ) 10,2,,,:0, ≤≤⋅−

 ⋅=≤⋅Ω∂∈ Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂ ββ nnvvrnvvrnvr fvvf , 
let us name ( )inD Ξ0 . 
 The question: is not  ( )inD Ξ0  empty? - has no answer in this paper. It is tied with formulation of 
sufficient conditions for existence of stationary solution, discussed above. So, we guess here: it is not empty. 
If 0≤⋅ Ω∂nv , then for velocity of electron before reflection  ( ) Ω∂Ω∂⋅−=′ nnvvv 2  we obtain  
( )( ) 02 ≥⋅−=⋅⋅−=⋅′ Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂ nvnnnvvnv . 
The proof of the theorem below is main goal of this paper: 
 
3. The theorem 
 
A solution of integral equation 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )rrrrr ′′′+= ∫
Ω
sGrdas ,0
3 ,                                                (9) 
respond ( )rs , where 
( ) ( ) ( )0rvrrr ,;,, 30 ′=′ ∫ gvvdG ionω ,                                              (10) 
( )ra  is an arbitrary function, which is integrable under the Lebesgue sense in Ω , g  is 
defined with (7) and (8), at the condition of existence of generalized solution 1g  of auxiliary 
equation  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )vvrrvrvrv
v
rE
r
v ′−′−=′′


 +−∂
∂⋅−∂
∂⋅ 331 ,;, δδω gvLm
e
el
e
 
which also satisfying boundary conditions (8), exists and is unique. 
 
4. The proof 
 
4.1. Lemma 1  
The solution of homogenious equation  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0, =


 +−∂
∂⋅−∂
∂⋅ vrv
v
rE
r
v fvL
m
e
el
e
ω                                  (11) 
in domain inΞ  in the class of functions ( )inD Ξ0  exists and is unique: ( ) 0, =vrf . 
4.1.1. The proof of lemma 1 
An existence of solution is obvious. 
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Let be ( )( )r
r
ϕ−=
Ω∈
maxU , and a number U>Ε  has chosen. Let us construct the 
domain ( ){ }Ε<∩Ξ=ΞΕ vr,εinin . Multiply the equation (11) by ( )vr,2 f  and integrate over 
ΕΞ in : 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0,,233 =


 +−∂
∂⋅−∂
∂⋅∫∫
ΕΞ
vrv
v
rE
r
vvr fvL
m
efvrdd el
ein
ω . 
Make transformations: 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,0,2,,2
,,2
23333
33
=+−
−



∂
∂⋅−∂
∂⋅
∫∫∫∫
∫∫
ΕΕ
Ε
ΞΞ
Ξ
vfvrddfLfvrdd
f
m
efvrdd
inin
in
el
e
ωvrvrvvr
vr
v
rE
r
vvr
 
 
( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) .0,2
,,2
,
,
233
3
1
3
1
233
2
3
1
3
1
233
233
=+
+∂
∂
∂
∂−+
+∂
∂−∂
∂−
−


 ⋅∂
∂−⋅∂
∂
∫∫
∑∑∫∫
∑ ∑∫∫
∫∫
Ε
Ε
Ε
Ε
Ξ
= =Ξ
= =Ξ
Ξ
vfvrdd
v
f
v
fvvvvvrdd
f
v
vvvv
v
vrdd
f
m
evrdd
in
in
in
in
i k ki
kiikel
i k k
kiikel
i
e
ω
δω
δω
vr
vrvr
vr
vrrE
v
v
r
 
First two integrals are reduced to integration along the boundary ΕΞ∂ in . It consists of three 
kinds of sections: 1) the section, which is conditioned with the boundary of spatial domain of 
discharge ( ) ΕΩ∂ Ξ∩×Ω∂=Γ inR3 , 6-dimensional normal to the boundary is ( )0n ,Ω∂Ω∂ =Ν ; 2) 
the section, which is conditioned with upper boundary of energy ( ){ } ΕΕ Ξ∩Ε==Γ invr,ε , the 
normal is ( )
Ε=Ε=
Ε 

=


∂
∂
∂
∂=Ν
εε
εε vrE
vr e
me,, ;  3) the section, which is conditioned with the 
lower energy thresholds for inelastic processes  ( ){ }UP
p
inpin
1
,
=
ΕΞ∩==Γ εε vr , which consists of 
sections of constant energy ( ) pεε =vr, , the normal is ( )
p
e
me
in
εε =


=Ν vrE , .  
First integral vanishes in sections  ΕΓ  and inΓ  on a reason of orthogonality of the 
phase flow to the normal of the hypersurface of constant energy. In section Ω∂Γ  it gives the 
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expression 
( ) =⋅Ω∂
Γ
∫∫
Ω∂
vrvn ,232 fvrdd  
{ }
( )
{ }
( ) =⋅+⋅= Ω∂
<⋅∩Γ
Ω∂
>⋅∩Γ
∫∫∫∫
Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂
vrvnvrvn
vnvn
,, 2
0
322
0
32 fvrddfvrdd  
{ }
( )
{ }
( )( ) =⋅−

 ⋅⋅+⋅= Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂
<⋅∩Γ
Ω∂
>⋅∩Γ
∫∫∫∫
Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂
nnvvrnvvnvrvn
vnvn
2,,, 22
0
322
0
32 f
v
vvrddfvrdd β
 
{ }
( )vrnvvn
vn
,,1 22
0
32 f
v
vvrdd 

 

 ⋅−−⋅= Ω∂Ω∂
>⋅∩Γ
∫∫
Ω∂Ω∂
β . 
This expression is nonnegative due to the condition of incomplete absorption (8).  
Second integral vanishes in all three sections of the boundary due to orthogonality of 
the boundary normal to the vector of flow density  (the intergrand here is a divergence of 3D-
vector, which is orthogonal to v ).  
So, we have  
{ }
( )
( )( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) .0,2
,,2
,,1
233
3
1
3
1
233
22
0
32
=+
+∂
∂
∂
∂−+
+

 

 ⋅−−⋅
∫∫
∑∑∫∫
∫∫
Ε
Ε
Ω∂Ω∂
Ξ
= =Ξ
Ω∂Ω∂
>⋅∩Γ
vfvrdd
v
f
v
fvvvvvrdd
f
v
vvrdd
in
in
i k ki
kiikel
ω
δω
β
vr
vrvr
vrnvvn
vn
 
In order that sum of three integrals with continuous nonnegative integrands be equal to zero it 
is necessary that every of integrands be equal to zero in all points of the domain of 
integration. Taking into account the condition of incomplete absorption in first integral and 
positiveness of average rate of elastic collisions ( )velω  at nonzero velocity, we obtain  
( ) ( ) 1,,,0,2 ≠Γ∈= Ω∂ βvrvrf ,                                           (12) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) Ε
= =
Ξ∈=∂
∂
∂
∂−∑∑ in
i k ki
kiik v
f
v
fvvv vrvrvr ,,0,,
3
1
3
1
2δ ,                           (13) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ΕΞ∈= invf vrvr ,,0,2 ω .                                            (14) 
The equality (12) means, that ( )vr,f  vanishes in the section Ω∂Γ  at any velocity (if total 
reflection is absent 1≠β ). The equality (13) means, that inside ΕΞ in  the function ( )vr,f  is 
not dependent of the velocity direction:  
( ) ( )2,~, vff rvr = .                                                         (15) 
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The equality (14) demands ( )vr,f  to vanish everywhere in ΕΞ in , where the average rate of 
inelastic processes ( ) 0≠vω : ( ) ( ) ( ){ }( )0\,,0, =Ξ∈= Ε vf in ωvrvr . But the subset of low 
kinetic energies ( ) ( ){ }( )inein em ε≤∩Ξ∈ Ε 2, 2vvr , where ( ) 0=vω , is not empty and it needs 
additional investigation (it includes “fast” electrons having low kinetic energy, but total 
mechanical energy sufficient for inelastic processes). Substitution the expression (15) into 
equation (11) for the subset mentioned with ( ) 0=vω  gives 
( ) ( ) 0,~ 2 =



∂
∂⋅−∂
∂⋅ vf
m
e
e
r
v
rE
r
v ,                                              (16) 
or 
( ) ( ) ( ) 0,~2,~ 222 =



∂
∂
∂
∂+∂
∂⋅ vf
vm
evf
e
rr
r
r
r
v ϕ . 
1) Guess primarily, that 0≠v . Because the direction of the vector v  is arbitrary, we 
have 
( ) ( ) ( ) 0,~2,~ 222 =∂∂∂∂+∂∂ vfvmevf e rrrrr
ϕ .                                     (17) 
Let us choose some point  0rr =  in the Ω  and arbitrary smooth curve in the set 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) uuu −==Φ∈Φ 0:: rrr ϕϕ ,  which originates from this point. Because of the set ( )uΦ  
is not necessary to be connected, not any two of points in it could be connected with curve in 
general. Let us name all points of the set ( ) ( ) ( )uuu Φ⊂Φ∈Φ 11 : r , which one can connect by 
a curve with the point 0rr = , a connected component of the set ( )uΦ . At every value 
Uuu ≤≤0,  we get some integer ( ) ,...2,1, == PuPP  of connected components of the set 
( )uΦ , at that ( )uΦ  can be presented as a sum of its non-crossing connected components: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) qpuuuu qpP
p
p ≠∅=Φ∩ΦΦ=Φ
=
,,
1
U . 
The sets ( )upΦ , defined here, are 2D surfaces - boundaries of 3-dimensional body, which could be 
defined with equation ( ) u≤− rϕ  (or equation for “additional body” ( ) u>− rϕ ). If one suggests 
( ) uw =− rϕ , then from inequality 0≥w  it follows the equation for the body mentioned. The body is the 
domain of 3-dimensional space, where the electron can be arranged having total energy u . In presence of local 
minimums of potential this domain becomes many-connected, but its addendum would be unconnected set. In 
presence of local maximums of potential - vice versa: electron can be situated in one of “potential pits” and it 
cannot jump over into other “pit”. 
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Let us fix const2 =v . Multiplying the equation (17) by 3D vector ( )rll =  tangential 
to the curve in ( )( )01 rϕ−Φ  at given point r , we obtain that the derivative along the curve 
( ) 0~ =∂∂⋅ rl f , therefore function ( )2,~ vf r  has constant value in the connected component 
( )( )01 rϕ−Φ  of the set ( )( )0rϕ−Φ .  
 
Now let us choose other curve ( )uC cr =: , which issues from point 0rr =  such that 
electric potential ( )rϕ  be only increasing (or only decreasing) along it. The parameter of the 
curve can be chosen as ( )rϕ−=u  Any point r  of this curve belongs to one of connected 
components of the set ( )( )rϕ−Φ ,  the suffix p  could be regarded as fixed, for example, as 
equal to unit. The curve can be prolonged upward (downward) the electric potential as far as 
local maximum (local minimum) of the potential has reached.  
Let us name a connectedness domain of electric potential the set 
( )( )U
C
c
∈
−Φ=Ω
r
rϕ1 . 
Here the curve C  is meant as longest. If two of such curves connect the same pair of local 
maximum and local minimum of potential, they define identical set cΩ . 
 Indeed, suppose contrary: for such curves 1C  and 2C  exists a value maxmin: uuuu <′<′  of 
parameter, for which corresponding points of curves belong two different connected components of potential: 
( ) ( ),11 uu ′Φ∈′c  ( ) ( )uu ′Φ∈′ 22c . If we start from point of local maximum of potential 
( ) ( )min2min10 uu ccr == , the 3D spatial body ( ){ }uu ′≤−≤ rr ϕmin:  would be a connected body, having 
not less than two disconnected pieces of its boundary: ( ){ }u′Φ∈ 1r  and ( ){ }u′Φ∈ 2r . So, the additional set 
( ){ }max: uu ≤−<′ rr ϕ  is disconnected set, consisting of two insolated bodies, with boundaries ( )u′Φ1  and 
( )u′Φ2 . Therefore, the curve 1C  ends inside ( )u′Φ1 , but the curve 2C  ends inside ( )u′Φ2 , so curves could 
not come to a single local minimum of potential. From this contradiction it follows, that points  
( ) ( ) maxmin21 ;, uuuuu <<cc  of both curves always belong the same connected component of potential. 
So, a connectedness domain of electric potential is defined with pair of local minimum 
and local maximum of potential, and does not depend on a choice of connecting curve. It 
should be mentioned, that not every pair defines a connectedness domain. 
Choosing arbitrary pairs, which can be connected with some curve, having 
monotonically changed potential along it, one can get different connectedness domains of the 
potential, which can cross each other, but no one can be arranged inside another entirely. The 
feature of a connectedness domain is to have single local minimum and single local maximum 
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of electric potential.  In the connectedness domain of potential at fixed value of the velocity 
the function ( )2,~ vf r  has identical value where the potential is identical, therefore the 
dependence of function on coordinates takes place through the potential only:   
( ) ( ) ceevmfvf Ω∈


= rrr ,
2
,,~
2
2 ϕ) . 
In 6-dimensional phase space the connectedness domains of the potential originate open sets 
( ) ΕΞ∩×Ω inc R3 , which are connected in a sense of curves in this space (it can be proved in 
analogy of connectedness of ΕΞ in  or inΞ ). These 6-dimensional domains we name 
connectedness domains of the potential also. For the connectedness domain of the potential 
the equation (17) can be rewritten as: 
( ) ( ) ( ) 0,, =


∂
∂+∂
∂
∂
∂ wf
w
wf ϕϕϕ
ϕ ))r
r
. 
1.1) Where electric field is not vanish, we have  
( ) ( ) 0,, =∂
∂+∂
∂ wf
w
wf ϕϕϕ
))
. 
( ) ( )ϕχϕ −= wwf ,) , 
here χ  is any arbitrary-differentiable function. With the use of (15), in the connectedness 
domain of the potential at 0≠v  we obtain: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )vrrrvr ,
2
,~,
2
2 εχϕχ =


 −==
e
vm
vff e .                       (18) 
1.2) The set of singular points ( ){ }0: =rEr  is a closed set. Consider any its connected 
component. Obviously, the potential has constant value along it. The equation (17) gives 
( ) 0,~ 2 =∂∂ vf rr , which means a dependence on one scalar value 2v  only. It does not 
contradict  the expression (18), therefore this expression can be extended into the set of 
singular points of electric potential mentioned, if such exist.  
Function f  is a continuous function, so, if two different connectedness domains of the 
potential cross each other at some value of total energy ε , the values ( )εχ  of appropriate 
functions are equal. The exception is a case when the set ( ){ }const, =vrε  consists of non-
connected subsets of ΕΞ in , in this case values of ( )εχ   in different subsets can differ at the 
same value of total energy ε .  
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Thus, all solutions of equation (11) on ΕΞ in  at 0≠v  exhaust with functions  
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )εϕεεχ Qq
e
mf eq ,...,1,2
,,,,
2
=−== rvvrvrvr ,                      (19) 
where Q  is a number of connected components of hypersurface of constant energy. This 
number can differ the number P  of connected components of the potential: 
( ) ( ) UuuPuQ ≤≤≠ 0, , because connected components of equal potential ( ) u=− rϕ  are 
divided by presence both local minimums and local maximums of the potential, but  
connected components of constant energy ( ) const, =vrε  are divided by presence of local 
maximums of potential only. This difference is stipulated by non-negatively defined kinetic 
energy. If 1>Q , there exists several local maximums of potential - minimums  of potential 
energy of the electron. Obviously, the number Q  of connected components of hypersurface of 
constant energy cannot exceed the number of local maximums of potential. 
For some value of total energy inεεε >11,  choose any of connected components of set 
( ){ }1, εε =vr , such one, that its crossing with ΕΞ in  is not empty (it means, that the electron, 
which is arranged over given “potential pit”, has the kinetic energy in some place, which 
exceeds the threshold of inelastic processes inε ). In the point ( )q0r  of local minimum of the 
electron  potential energy we have ( )( ) ( )( )qinq 00 , rvr ϕεε −> , or, other way to say, 
( ) ine em ε>22v , therefore here ( ) 0>vω . Because of continuity, there exists a neighborhood 
of the point ( )q0r  in the connected component of energy hypersurface given, in which 
everywhere ( ) 0>vω , and therefore ( ) 0, =vrf  (in account of (14)). The union of all such 
neighborhoods of the point ( )q0r  bounds with the set, on which ( ) 0=vω , where the  statement 
(19) is true. The continuity of f  at this boundary means, that ( ) 01 =εχ q . So, the statement 
(19) extends the lemma condition onto the set of low kinetic energies 
( ) ( ){ }( )inein em ε≤∩Ξ∈ Ε 2, 2vvr , where ( ) 0=vω ,  because this set is reachable along the 
hypersurface of constant energy from the points of high kinetic energy. Thus, the lemma 
condition is true in the set { }0\ =ΞΕ vin . 
2) The set { }0=∩ΞΕ vin  is a boundary set for open set { }0\ =ΞΕ vin . Since the solution 
of equation (11) is seeking on the class of continuous functions, the statement (19) can be 
extended on zero values of the velocity by passage to the limit, in result of which one extends 
the lemma condition onto whole set ΕΞ in .  
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3) Since the choice of upper limit of the energy ( ) Ε=vr,ε  for the set ΕΞ in  is not 
bounded from the top with any condition, for any point ( ) inΞ∈vr,  one can find such Ε , that 
this point would belong to the set ΕΞ in  also, therefore the lemma condition is extended onto 
whole set inΞ . 
The lemma is proved. 
 
4.1.2 The remark 
The domain of uniqueness of zero solution of homogeneous equation (11) can be extended 
into zone sΞ  of slow electrons along those hypersurfaces of constant energy, which cross the 
boundary Ξ∂ . It follows from the fact, that (12) at 1≠β  one can obtain by integration over 
sΞ  also. Therefore the condition of absorption makes zero solution unique also in those 
potential pits, where absorbing walls of the device are present. So, the zone of absence of 
uniqueness remains the pits, which are insolated from the walls, on the bottom of which 
indefinite amount of slow electrons could present.  
It is clear from physical sense, that accumulation of slow electrons in the insolated pit reduces positive 
spatial charge of the pit, in result of which the pit vanishes. Besides, the motion of slow electrons should satisfy 
another kinetic equation with non-linear integral of their mutual collisions, which leads to maxwellization of 
their distribution.  But the consideration of back influence of the electron distribution on the electric field, also 
the kinetics of slow electrons, does not include into subject of this paper.   
 
4.1.3 The conjugate equation 
 Let ( ) ( )ΕΞ∈ inDf 0, vr . Multiply non-homogeneous equation  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )vrvrv
v
rE
r
v ,, 1sfvLm
e
el
e
=


 +−∂
∂⋅−∂
∂⋅ ω                             (20) 
on arbitrary function ( ) ( )ΕΞ∈ inDh vr,  and integrate over the domain ΕΞ in : 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )vrvrvrv
v
rE
r
vvr ,,,, 1
3333 shvrddfvL
m
ehvrdd
inin
el
e
∫∫∫∫
ΕΕ ΞΞ
=


 +−∂
∂⋅−∂
∂⋅ ω . 
Making integration by parts in the left hand side of the equation, we obtain: 
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( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ).,,
,,
,,
1
33
33
32
vrvr
vrv
v
rE
r
vvr
vrvrvn
shvrdd
hvL
m
efvrdd
fhvrdd
in
in
el
e
∫∫
∫∫
∫∫
Ε
Ε
Ω∂
Ξ
Ξ
Ω∂
Γ
=
=


 +−∂
∂⋅+∂
∂⋅−+
+⋅
ω                      (21) 
Designate: 
( ) ( ) ( )vL
m
eD el
e
ω+−∂
∂⋅−∂
∂⋅= v
v
rE
r
v1 ,                                       (22) 
( ) ( ) ( )vL
m
eD el
e
ω+−∂
∂⋅+∂
∂⋅−=∗ v
v
rE
r
v1 .                                     (23) 
From the obtained equality (21) it is apparently, that if function h  satisfies conjugate 
homogeneous equation  
( ) 0,1 =∗ vrhD ,                                                                 (24) 
also the “conjugate” condition of incomplete absorption: 
( ) ( )( ) 10,2,,,:0, ≤≤⋅−

 ⋅−=≥⋅Ω∂∈ Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂ ββ nnvvrnvvrnvr hvvh           (25) 
(in which a sign of scalar product of the velocity on the normal is opposite to that was in (8)), 
then the left hand side of the equality, in account of transformations  
( ) ( ) =⋅Ω∂
Γ
∫∫
Ω∂
vrvrvn ,,32 fhvrdd  
{ }
( ) ( )
{ }
( ) ( ) =⋅+⋅= Ω∂
<⋅∩Γ
Ω∂
>⋅∩Γ
∫∫∫∫
Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂
vrvrvnvrvrvn
vnvn
,,,,
0
32
0
32 fhvrddfhvrdd  
{ }
( )( ) ( )+⋅−

 ⋅−⋅= Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂
>⋅∩Γ
∫∫
Ω∂Ω∂
vrnnvvrnvvn
vn
,2,,
0
32 fh
v
vvrdd β  
{ }
( ) ( )( ) =⋅−

 ⋅⋅+ Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂
<⋅∩Γ
∫∫
Ω∂Ω∂
nnvvrnvvrvn
vn
2,,,
0
32 f
v
vhvrdd β  
{ }
( )( ) ( )−⋅−

 ⋅−⋅= Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂
>⋅∩Γ
∫∫
Ω∂Ω∂
vrnnvvrnvvn
vn
,2,,
0
32 fh
v
vvrdd β  
{ }
( )( ) ( ) 0,,2,
0
32 =

 ⋅−⋅−⋅− Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂
>⋅∩Γ
∫∫
Ω∂Ω∂
vrnvnnvvrvn
vn
f
v
vhvrdd β , 
vanishes, and consequently, the condition of the orthogonality of the right hand side  of (20)  
to all solutions of the homogeneous problem (24), (25) becomes the condition of solvability 
of the equation (20) (the Fredholm condition). But for this problem the next lemma is true:  
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4.2 Lemma 2 
The unique solution of conjugate homogeneous equation (24) at “conjugate” condition of 
incomplete absorption (25) on class of functions ( ) ( )ΕΞ∈ inDh vr,  is ( ) 0, =vrh . 
4.2.1 The proof  
is completely analogues to the proof of the lemma 1. 
 
4.3 Lemma 3  
Generalized function ( ) ( ) ining Ξ×Ξ∈′′′′ vrvrvrvr ,;,,,;,1 , which satisfies the equations:  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )vvrrvrvrv
v
rE
r
v ′−′−=′′


 +−∂
∂⋅−∂
∂⋅ 331 ,;, δδω gvLm
e
el
e
,               (26) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )vvrrvrvrv
v
rE
r
v ′−′−=′′


 ′+′−′∂
∂⋅′+′∂
∂⋅′− 331 ,;, δδω gvLm
e
el
e
          (27) 
and the conditions of  incomplete absorption: 
( ) ( ) ( )( ),,;2,,,;,:0, 11 vrnnvvrnvvrvrnvr ′′⋅−

 ⋅=′′≤⋅Ω∂∈ Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂ gvvg β            (28) 
( ) ( ) ( )( ),2,;,,,;,:0, 11 Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂Ω∂ ⋅′−′′

 ⋅′
′−′=′′≥⋅′Ω∂∈′ nnvvrvrnvvrvrnvr g
v
vg β      (29) 
if it exists, is unique. The support of the function belongs to the set  
( ) ( ) ( ){ }vrvr ′′=∩Ξ×Ξ ,, εεinin . 
Physical sense of the lemma: the electron, which appear in some point r′  having the velocity v′ , 
conserves its total energy during its motion as long as it leaves the energy hypersurface in result of the act of 
inelastic collision or absorption with a wall.  
The equation (26) and conjugate equation (27), also the conditions of incomplete absorption  (28) and 
(29), right and “conjugate”, are interrelated: one of them follows from another. Indeed, let us write down the 
equation (20) with arbitrary right hand side in the operator form: 11 sfD = . The equations (26) and (27) in that 
form take a view: 
∧∧ = IgD 11 , 
∧∧∗∗ = IgD 11  (here 
∧
I  is identical operator, 
∧
1g and 
∧
∗
1g  designate linear integral 
operators with the kernel ( )vrvr ′′,;,1g  and the kernel conjugated). Let us multiply (26) from the right on 1s , 
then obtain: 1111 ssgD =
∧
, from which it follows 11 sgf
∧= . Now let us multiply (20) from the left on ∧1g  
and obtain: fsgfDg == ∧∧ 1111 . Because of  f  one can consider an arbitrary function (which satisfies a 
condition of differentiability and the conditions of incomplete absorption in the boundary), from the expression 
obtained it follows 
∧∧ = IDg 11 , which is identical to (27). Consequently from (26) it follows (27). And back, 
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from (27) it follows: 
∧∧ = IDg 11 , ffDg =
∧
11 , and then with account of (20): fsg =
∧
11 , 
11111 sfDsgD ==
∧
, from which, because of arbitrariness of 1s , we obtain 
∧∧ = IgD 11 . 
 
4.3.1 The proof  
Existence and uniqueness. The  equation (26) is equivalent to  the operator equation 
∧∧ = IgD 11 , and the equation (27) - the operator equation 
∧∗∧∗ = IgD 11 , or, that is the same, to 
the equation 
∧∧ = IDg 11 ; in the aggregate they are equivalent to existence of the reciprocal 
operator  111
−∧ = Dg , or to existence and uniqueness classical (not generalized)  solution of the 
equation (20) at an arbitrary continuous right hand side. For existence of a solution of non-
homogeneous equation (20) at the boundary conditions of incomplete absorption it is 
necessary the orthogonality of the right hand side of the equation to all non-zero solutions of 
conjugate homogeneous equation (24) at “conjugate” condition of incomplete absorption (25). 
By lemma 2 it was proved, that such solutions do not exist, thus right hand side of (20) has no 
additional restrictions. As mentioned above, the formulation of sufficient conditions of 
existence of solution of the equation (20) is not an easy problem, so we do not consider it 
here.  
For uniqueness of solution of non-homogeneous equation (20) it is necessary and 
sufficient, that the homogeneous equation (11) would have unique solution (equal to zero). 
The last was proved by lemma 1. 
The support of 1g . The proof of the lemma 1 (also the lemma 2) remains true in that 
case, if from the set inΞ  one excludes any layer ( ){ }21 , εεε ≤≤ vr . At that, it is not necessary 
to put any boundary condition in the boundary of the layer, because the vector field of phase 
flow is tangential to the boundary in any point, and the flux through the boundary from 
appropriate integral terms vanishes. In result, the equalities (13) and (14) become true again, 
and the proof of lemma 1 and lemma 2 for the set ( ){ }21 ,\ εεε ≤≤Ξ vrin  is carried out in 
analogy to made above. 
Let  
( )



≥
<


−=
.1,0
;1,
1
1exp 2
r
r
rr ηη C   
11
0
2
2
1
1exp4
−



 


−= ∫ drrrC πη  
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be the normalized “cap” [15]. Build a sequence of “caps”, which are convergent to the delta-
function of right hand side of (26) or (27): 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )vvrrvrvr ′−′−=′′ nnnn ηηη 6,;, . 
(Here the convergence treats in a sense of weak convergence of linear functionals, see [16].) 
The support of any “cap” is concentrated in the right product of balls  
{ } { }nnn 11supp ≤′−×≤′−= vvrrη . 
 At fixed vr ′′,  consider the equation nnfD η=1  respond the unknown nf . Because of 
continuity of the function ( )vr,ε  on its variables, for any 0>δε  one can find such number 
0n , to begin from which it is true the estimation for the energy: 
( ) ( ) ( ) 0,supp,,,, nnn ≥∈<′′− ηδεεε vrvrvr . 
If now one chooses ( ) δεεε −′′= vr ,1 , ( ) δεεε +′′= vr ,2 , than we obtain that the equation 
nnfD η=1  on the set ( ){ }21 ,\ εεε ≤≤Ξ vrin  is homogeneous: 01 =nfD . Because of lemma 1 
it has here single solution - zero. Hence, the support of the solution of the equation nnfD η=1  
belongs to the set ( ){ }21 , εεε ≤≤∩Ξ vrin . Because δε  could be chosen arbitrarily small, the 
support of (generalized) function nn ff ∞→= lim  (weak limit) belongs to the crossing of all such 
sets, namely, to the set ( ) ( ){ }vrvr ′′=∩Ξ ,, εεin (at fixed vr ′′, ). Now if one fixes vr,  and 
consider in analogy the conjugate equation nnhD η=∗1 , one, using lemma 2, comes to 
analogues result respond variables vr ′′, . Therefore the support of generalized function 1g  
belongs to the set ( ) ( ) ( ){ }vrvr ′′=∩Ξ×Ξ ,, εεinin . 
The lemma is proved. 
 
4.4 Lemma 4 
The solution ( )vrvr ′′,;,g  of the equation (7) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )vvrrv
v
rE
r
v ′−′−=


 −∂
∂⋅−∂
∂⋅ 33 δδgL
m
e
e
 
in the class of generalized functions on the set ( ) inin Ξ×Ξ∈′′ vrvr ,;, , at the boundary 
conditions of incomplete absorption (8), in a condition of existence of the function 
( )vrvr ′′,;,1g  (see lemma 3),  exists, is unique and has a property: 
( ) 0,;, =′′ vrvrg  at ( ) ( )vrvr ′′> ,, εε .                                         (30) 
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Physical sense of inequality (30): the electron, which has arisen in glow discharge in the phase point  
vr ′′,  at the energy ( )vr ′′,ε , can not gain more energy in the process of motion under elastic and inelastic 
scattering on “motionless” atoms of gas, because inelastic processes make its mechanics of motion dissipative. 
 
4.4.1 The proof  
Rewrite the equation (7) in the form 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).,;,,
,;,
333 vvrrvrvrvv
vrvrvv
v
rE
r
v
′−′−+′′′′′′′′=
=′′


 +−∂
∂⋅−∂
∂⋅
∫ δδµ
ω
gvd
gL
m
e
el
e  
Because of property (5), if a point ( ) inΞ∈vr, , then point ( ) inΞ∈′′vr,  (otherwise the factor µ  
vanishes). Using the superposition principle [15] p. 195, let us represent the solution of 
equation (7) as a sum of solutions with elementary sources from (26). It enables to represent 
the equation (7) in integral form  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )vvrrvrvrvvvrvrvrvr ′−′′′′−′′′+′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′=′′ ∫∫∫
Ξ
333
1
33 ,;,,,;,,;, δδµ gvdgvdrdg
in
, 
or 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )vrvrvrvrvvvrvrvrvr ′′+′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′=′′ ∫∫∫
Ξ
,;,,;,,,;,,;, 1
3
1
33 ggvdgvdrdg
in
µ . 
Because of property (5) one can change the order of integration by the velocities vv ′′′′′ , :  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )vrvrvrvrvvvrvrvrvr ′′+′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′′=′′ ∫∫∫
Ξ
,;,,;,,,;,,;, 11
333 gggvdvdrdg
in
µ . 
Due to (5) the integration here is made over set  
( ) 






 −′′<′′′∩×Ξ∈′′′′′′′ ineein e
vm
e
vmR ε
22
;,
22
3vvr . 
From structure of this set we have inequality: 222
2 v
m
evv in
e
′′′>+′′′>′′ ε , so, if ( ) inΞ∈′′′′′ vr ,  than 
( ) inΞ∈′′′′ vr ,  also. This make possible to change the order of integration mentioned. 
We obtained the integral equation  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )vrvrvrvrvrvrvrvr ′′+′′′′′′′′′′′′′′=′′ ∫∫
Ξ
,;,,;,,;,,;, 1
33 ggKvdrdg
in
,                 (31) 
where 
( ) ( ) ( )vvvrvrvrvr ′′′′′′′′′′′′′=′′′′ ∫ ,,;,,;, 13 µgvdK .                                   (32) 
Using (5), we obtain: 
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( ) ( ) ( )vvvrvrvrvr vv ′′′′′′′′′′′′′=′′′′ ∫ −′′<′′′ ,,;,,;, 1
22
3
22 µε gvdK inee emem . 
From the lemma 3 for the function 1g  and from the property of energy dissipation (5) it 
follows that the support of function К (by variables vr, ) can be arranged only at  
( ) ( ) ( ) inεεεε −′′′′<′′′′′= vrvrvr ,,, , 
from which we have: 
( ) 0,;, =′′ vrvrK  при ( ) ( ) inεεε −′′≥ vrvr ,, .                                   (33) 
Physical sense: the operator  
( ) ( ) ( )vrvrvrvr ′′′′′′= ∫∫
Ξ
∧
,,;,, 33 fKvdrdfK
in
                                     (34) 
reduces the energy of electrons not less then the value inε  of minimal energy of all inelastic 
processes: if function ( )vr,f  has a support restricted by energy,  which belongs to the set 
( ){ }1, εε <∩Ξ vrin , then the support of the function ( )vr,fK∧  must belong to the set 
( ){ }inin εεε −<∩Ξ 1, vr . 
Let ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) inininin II Ξ∉=Ξ∈= vrvrvrvr ,,0,,,,1,  be an indicator of the set inΞ . 
The operator ( ) ( )inin DDK Ξ⇒Ξ∧ 00:  one can present as a product of two operators: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )inininin DCgCDgK Ξ⇒ΞΞ⇒Ξ= ∧∧∧∧∧ 0101 :,:, µµ , where 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )vrvvrrvrvr ′′′′′−′= ∫∫
Ω
∧
,,,, 333 fvdrdIf in µδµ . 
The indicator of set inΞ  is included to avoid consideration of zone sΞ  of slow electrons (the 
process of transformation “fast” electrons into slow ones is not interesting for the problem 
stated). Because of the function ( )inDf Ξ∈ 0  is finite, its support is restricted by energy with 
the value ( ) 1, εε <vr , therefore the function ( ) ( )vrvr ,,2 fs ∧= µ  is finite also,  for its support  
the inequality ( ) inεεε −< 1, vr  is true.  
The operator 
∧
K  acts into the same manifold of functions, on which it is defined, so 
there exist powers of the operator ,..., 32
∧∧∧∧∧∧∧ == KKKKKKK  and so on. 
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In the operator form (where the names of integral operators correspond to its kernels) 
the equation (31) takes form: 1
∧∧∧∧ += ggKg , or 1
∧∧∧∧ =

 − ggKI . Its formal solution is the 
Neumann series: 
1
0
1
1 ∧∞
=
∧∧−∧∧∧


=

 −= ∑ gKgKIg
n
n . 
However, because the energy is restricted from the bottom, but every action of the operator 
∧
K  reduces the energy of electron not less then inε , so an operator 1
∧∧
gK n  vanishes on 
functions of the class ( )ΕΞ inC  at inn εΕ> , other to say, the operator ∧K  is nilpotent  on 
functions, which support is restricted from energy top with energy Ε , the index of nilpotency 
is equal to [ ] 1+Ε= inn ε  (here the brackets designate integral part of number: [3.14] = 3). 
Thus the series has finite number of summands: 
( )[ ]inN
n
n NgKg εε vr ′′=

= ∧
=
∧∧ ∑ ,,1
0
.                                            (35) 
Existence and uniqueness of ( )vrvr ′′,;,g  are consequences of those for kernels 1g  and K , 
which are included into formula for the operator, and unambiguity of finite number of 
operations in it. Since there is no summands, which increase initial energy of electron  
( )vr ′′,ε  (which electron had before first act of inelastic scattering), then ( ) 0,;, =′′ vrvrg  at 
( ) ( )vrvr ′′> ,, εε . 
 Because of arbitrary choice of upper boundary of energy in limits of the domain of 
“fast” electrons the statement of the lemma can be extended into whole set  
( ) inin Ξ×Ξ∈′′ vrvr ,;, . 
The lemma is proved. 
4.4.2 Normalized spaces  
In manifolds ( )inD Ξ0  and ( )inC Ξ  one can introduce the norm of space 1L  in such way: 
( ) ( )vr,: 33 svrddsCs
in
in ∫
Ξ
=Ξ∈ , 
( ) ( )inin CfDfDfDf Ξ∈=Ξ∈ 110 ,: . 
Such definition of the norm is convenient in the sense, that the norms of the operator 1D  and its reverse operator 
∧
1g  are equal to unit, and they turn out to be restricted and continuous automatically. These norms have physical 
sense: they are equal to the total flow of “fast” electrons from non-negative distributed source in all volume of 
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discharge. In this way, the norm of the operator 
∧µ  is equal to the norm of the operator ∧∧∧ = µ1gK  and it does 
not exceed unit, because of conservation of flow of electrons, which undergo inelastic scattering. In sequence, 
the operators 
∧µ  and ∧K  are restricted and continuous also. 
 However, the other norm ( )vr,33 fvrddf
in
∫
Ξ
=  could have physical sense for the space ( )inD Ξ0  
also, at non-negative f  it coincides with (average) total number of “fast” electrons in the discharge volume. But 
if such norm to use, the operator 1
∧
g  can be unrestricted on ( )inC Ξ . Indeed, let an electron potential energy 
“pit” exists in the discharge volume, which has a bottom minεε = , a depth inp εδϕ >  and does not border with 
walls of discharge volume. Then for equation (20) there is a solution  
( ) ( )( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( )( ) ( )vrvrvrvr ,,,supp,,, 11min svfDf ppinpp ==≤−≤∈= εχωδϕεεεχεχ . 
Obviously, one can build a sequence of functions  
( )( ) ( )( ) 



−
−−−+=
inp
pinn
p
nn
εδϕ
δϕεεεηεχ min1 1  , 
( ) ( ) ;1,0;11,
1
1exp 121 ≥=<<−


−= xxxxCx ηη η
11
1
2 1
1exp
−
−



 


−= ∫ xdxCη . 
 which weakly converges to ( )inεεεδ −− min ; at that way the norm “number of particles” would converge to 
finite positive limit, but in the same time the flow ( )ns1  of the electrons, which undergo inelastic scattering, 
would tend to zero because of factor ( )vω . If now one builds new sequence from previous one, in which every 
term of initial sequence is divided on the number ( )ns1 , then now for every term of new sequence the flow is 
equal to unit, and in the same time “the number of particles” would increase unrestrictedly.  
  Nevertheless, in the norm “number of particles” for functions from 0D  the operator 1
∧
g  would be 
restricted on manifolds ( ) 0, >Ξ + δεδεinC , and, in particular, on ( )ionC Ξ . Unrestrictedness of 1∧g  on the 
whole ( )inC Ξ  is tied with increase of concentration of “fast” electrons in bringing near to zone of slow 
electrons, because of necessity of the flow conservation in a stationary problem, though the rate ( )vω  of 
inelastic processes tends to zero in reaching the boundary of division of “fast” and slow electrons. As mentioned 
above, the gaining of electrons in the pit must lead to “deformation” of the pit itself and to  formation the 
configuration of electric field of discharge, which does not enable too high concentrations of electrons. 
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4.5 Lemma 5  
The operator ( ) ( ) ( )rrrr ′′′= ∫
Ω
∧
sGrdsG ,: 0
3
10   is defined identically and has properties: 
a) Shrinking of a support: if a support of non-negative function ( )rs  belongs to the set 
( ){ }uu ≤−∩Ω=Ω rϕ , then the support of the non-negative function ( ) ( )rr sGs 01 ∧=  belongs 
to the set 
( ){ }ionu uion εϕε −≤−∩Ω=Ω − r , 
and the enclosure uu ion Ω⊂Ω −ε is true. 
b) Nilpotency: since the potential energy is restricted from the top and bottom, there exists 
positive integer power М of the operator 0
∧
G , which turns any function ( ) Ω∈rr ,s , 
integrable on Ω , identically into zero: ( ) 00 =

 ∧ rsG
M
. 
 
4.5.1 The proof 
Unambiguity. On the definition  
( ) ( ) ( )0rvrrr ,;,, 30 ′=′ ∫ gvvdG ionω . 
Though unambiguity of definition of the function ( )0rvr ,;, ′g  at fixed r′  is guaranteed  by 
lemma 4 only in the domain ( ) inΞ∈vr,  for “fast” electrons, the integration by velocities in 
zone sΞ  of slow electrons does not contribute, because first factor in the integral, the rate of 
ionization ( )vionω , is equal to zero in zone sΞ  (because of (1)). Therefore function ( )rr ′,0G  
is defined identically. 
а) From lemma 4 it follows, that ( ) 0,;, =′ 0rvrg  at ( ) ( )rrv ′−>− ϕϕ
e
me
2
2
, other to 
say, non-zero values of g  are possible only at ( ) ( )rrv ′−≤ ϕϕ
e
me
2
2
. But, due to property (1), 
to provide the factor ( )vionω  not to vanish it is necessary, that the condition e
me
ion 2
2v<ε  be 
true, from which follows ( ) ( )rrv ′−≤< ϕϕε
e
me
ion 2
2
, or ( ) ( ) ionεϕϕ −′−<− rr . It means that  
( ) 0,0 =′rrG  at ( ) ( ) ionεϕϕ −′−≥− rr .                                        (36) 
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Since the support of the function ( )r′s  belongs to the set ( ){ }uu ≤′−∩Ω=Ω rϕ , than from 
(36) it follows, that non-zero values of ( )r1s  are possible only at 
( ) ( ) ionion u εεϕϕ −<−′−<− rr , other to say, the support of the function ( )r1s  belongs to 
ionu ε−Ω . The enclosure uu ion Ω⊂Ω −ε  is obvious because of positive value of ionization  
threshold ionε . 
The statement a) is proved. 
b) Since the electric potential in a gas discharge device is restricted from top and 
bottom, statement b) is true at [ ] 1+= ionUM ε , where ( ){ }rr ϕ−= Ω∈maxU . 
The lemma is proved. 
 
4.6 The proof of the theorem 
The equation (9) in operator form takes a view: ( ) ( ) ( )rrr sGas 0∧+= , or ( ) ( )rr asGI =

 − ∧∧ 0 . 
Formal solution is given by the Neumann series: 
( ) ( ) ( )rrr aGaGIs
m
m 

=

 −= ∑∞
=
∧−∧∧
0
0
1
0 . 
However, because of nilpotency of the operator 0
∧
G , which was proved in the lemma 5, this 
series has only finite number of summands: 
( ) ( ) [ ]ionM
m
m UMaGs ε=

= ∑
=
∧
,
0
0 rr .                                           (37) 
The formula (37) obtained defines identically the solution of the equation (9), and thus it 
proves an existence of the solution  (at the condition of existence of solution the equation 
(26)) and its uniqueness.  
The theorem is proved. 
 
5. Discussion of results and conclusions 
 
In the proof of the uniqueness theorem for solution of equation (9) there are built many of 
useful constructions and formulae. All of them have clear physical sense and enable to 
understand a structure of non-local electron avalanche, which forms configuration of non-
local source of ionization in glow discharge and hollow cathode. 
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 First of all, one manages to understand, that an elementary source of “fast” electrons, 
which can be regarded as localized in some point of 6D phase space, supplies electrons into 
hypersurface of constant energy, which the source point belongs to. The elastic collisions with 
atoms do not change significantly the electron energy because of slow velocity of atoms in 
comparison with typical velocities of “fast” electrons and small mass of electrons, so elastic 
scattering  can be regarded as conserving the electron energy. Thus, the auxiliary differential 
equation (26) with appropriate boundary conditions defines the distribution 1g  of electrons 
from a point source, which did not suffer inelastic scattering and wall absorption as yet. This 
stationary solution might exist, if a point source of electrons is balanced with distributed 
electron losses in inelastic scattering and wall absorption. The distribution 1g  has 
monochromatic energy spectrum (everywhere here we mean total mechanical energy 
( ) ( )rvr ϕε −=
e
vme
2
,
2
). 
 The inelastic losses of energy generate a source of electrons having lower energy than 
primary ones had, this process is described with operation 1
^
1 gs µ=  . The distribution 2g  of 
lower energy electrons gives operation 1
^
2 gKg = . If distribution 2g  describes “fast” 
electrons, they are able to loose its energy again: 2
^
3 gKg = , and so on. 
If one guesses, that only some finite number of energy transformations are significant 
among all inelastic processes (for example, excitation of atom from ground state to first exited 
level, and its ionization from ground state to the bottom of electron continuous energy 
spectrum), the operator 
^µ  would consist of finite number of monochromatic summands, 
having as factors the delta-functions of appropriate energy changes. Then primary point 
source generates discrete spectrum of energies for inelastically scattered electrons. The 
generalized function g  represents an electron distribution, which is generated by the point 
source ( g  does not include the distribution of ionization product - secondary electrons, born 
in ionization). The formula (35) illustrates the structure of g . 
 Other hand, among inelastic processes there are present ionization processes, which 
generate secondary electrons - product of ionization. Primary energy of secondary electron (in 
assumption of its slow starting velocity, which we neglect) depends not on energy level of 
primary electron, but on value of electric potential in the spatial point of their birth. The 
potential changes continuously along hypersurface of constant energy for primary electron, so 
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secondary electrons, starting with zero velocity, would have continuous spectrum of energy. 
If secondary electron is “fast”, it generates its own discrete spectrum, but taken they all 
together, their spectrum would be continuous. The equation in the introduction of the paper 
(obtained in [12] by V.V. Gorin) represents the source of ionization ( )rs  as a sum of 
contribution of electrons from the cathode, and contribution of secondary electrons from 
discharge volume. First are primarily monochromatic, after inelastic action they are 
distributed on some discrete spectrum, so the first summand has discrete energy spectrum. In 
second summand we see the integration inside discharge volume over r′ . As potential energy 
of the electron changes continuously in this integration, and secondary electrons supposed to 
be born with negligible kinetic energy, electron energy in a source ( )r′s  changes 
continuously, and, though the kernel ( )rr ′,0G  at fixed r′would give discrete spectrum (see 
definition (10)), the averaging on r′  gives continuous energy spectrum of ionization with 
secondary electrons. So, the non-local ionization source has both discrete and continuous 
energy spectrum, that was found earlier by other authors [18]. Formula for distribution 
function, obtained in [12]: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )r0rvrr0rvrvr ′′′+′′′= ∫∫
ΩΩ∂
sgrdjgrdf ne ,;,,;,,
32  
has analogues structure: first summand, from cathode electrons, has discrete energy spectrum 
due to constant value of potential along the cathode and discrete spectrum of the point source; 
second summand has continuous spectrum due to averaging in the integral over all discharge 
volume. 
 Final formula (37) for a source of ionization demonstrates a structure of non-local 
avalanche: operators .,...,1,0 MmG m =∧  increase primary ionization source. Other words, one 
primary electron ionizes in average some number of atoms, some of secondary electrons are 
“fast”, and they, in their turn, ionize some number of atoms in addition, and so on, - as long as 
no “fast” electrons appear (at Mm = ). Mathematically it means: the norm of operators 
MmG m ,...,1,00 =>∧ , so, the norm of operator 
[ ]ionM
m
m
M
m
m
M
m
m UMGGG ε=>+== ∑∑∑
=
∧
=
∧
=
∧
,11
1
0
0
0
0
0 . 
Here general inequality for norms is substituted with equality, because all operator summands 
are non-negative and act on non-negative source functions. When “more than unit” (> 1) can 
be substituted with “much more than unit” (>> 1), the primary ionization source (first 
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summand of series in (37) at 0=m ) could be very small in comparison with all sum, this is 
named “avalanche”. As distinct from the Townsend local avalanche, where increase of 
number of electrons occur along one of spatial coordinates in the direction opposite to electric 
field, the increase in the non-local avalanche is not spatial, but rather energetic one. It is a 
reason why the light of hollow cathode looks like it is very uniform. 
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